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pronunciations, parts of speech, and concise definitions, and uses each word in a sentence. Some

of the

The difference between this 2000 first edition book and the newer Wordly Wise 2, 3, 4, etc. 2007

second edition books is mainly that the newer books have little drawings illustrating all the vocab

words.Anyway, this Wordly Wise 1 first edition 2000 book is apparently different from the 2nd edition

book which everyone is complaining about.Here is a typical layout/format of the current book:

Lesson 1Word List: 15 words and their definitions and a sample sentence: benefit, complete,

develop, dismay, ease, hail, lack, master, patriot, project, recommend, remark, represent, sufficient,

utter: utter: to make sounds with the voice; to speak. Please don't utter another word.Finding

Meanings: 9 Multiple choice problems that you choose two phrases to form a sentence:a) a useful

aid b) Hail is c) Dismay is d) frozen rain (the answer would be 'Hail is frozen rain.)Just the Right

Word: 11 sentences to improve by crossing out the italicized phrase and replacing it with a vocab

word:The news that the last train had just left 'worried and distressed' us. (the answer would be

'dismayed')Applying Meanings: 8 Multiple choice meaning questions:Which of the following might fill



someone with dismay? a) losing ten dollars b) finding ten dollars c) finding a staple in a tuna

sandwich d) finding celery in a tuna sandwich (by the way, there could be two answers that are

correct)Completing the Thought: 10 filling in blanks with the correct word:Jennifer can fly for half

price because she works for an airline. Half-price travel is one of her ________________ .Narrative:

a short passage (6 paragraphs and 350 words) and 15 qualitative questions:... Sequoya was a

member of the Cherokee nation, the son of a Native American mother and a British father. A

patriotic person, he was dismayed that white people were taking over more and more of the

Cherokee lands.Question: How did Sequoya feel about what the white settlers were doing?Wordly

Wise: a short section with four tips or vocab backgrounds:In addition to its meaning as a verb, utter

is also an adjective and means "total" or "absolute." (When the cellar door slammed shut behind us,

we were left in utter darkness.); (I felt like an utter fool when the bike I had reported stolen was

found just where I had left it.)

I love The Wordly Wise books. They are a fantastic resource for my kids. That being said, I would

not buy from this seller in the future. The listing implied (as there was a teacher's key in the image of

the book) that there would be a teacher's key with the workbook. There isn't. This is only the

workbook. Now I have to hunt down an answer key to utilize this workbook...

I believe this book has the ability to change a child's perspective on learning vocabulary words. Not

only is Wordly Wise fun, but it's a great challenge. It's a helpful tool and I would pass this book on to

anyone who needs it. I am 17 years old and to this very day, I still remember the words I learned

from Wordly Wise when I was 9 years old.

My homeschool children are started on Wordly Wise in Kindergarten. My oldest two children scored

very,very high in the language sections of ACT and college entrance tests.

I really like this book. Wordly Wise Book 1 is truly meant for 4th graders, as recommended. I

purchased this for my 3rd grader and the concepts presented are just a little too advanced for her

patience right now. I am looking forward to revisiting this book when she enters 4th grade.

Picture showed answer book that was not included. Book had answers written in that many were

incorrect. Used, was fine. This was not.



My son (4th grade) was using this system in his private school so when we converted to home

school we continued with it. Each section has 4 or 5 parts using the same set of words in various

ways. At the end of each section we do a spelling test. It's not prescribed in the book but seems

logical. My son can do the work on his own.

When my son was cyber schooled during his elementary years PA Virtual used these books in their

curriculum. If you feel the need to teach your child more vocabulary words this is a good choice.
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